p134 Try It! 2 “Look at the shapes...” should be “Look at the vehicles...”

p166 “Baseball battling average” example - the batting average is NOT 250. it's .250.

p169 Example 4 Method 2 “Let’s represent.....each block measuring 100 cm...” should be “...each block measuring 10 cm...”

p214 Chapter 1 Try It 18(a) should be 4

p215 Exercise 1.4 1(e) should be 70

p216 Exercise 2.2 need an answer for #12 “Yes”.

p219 Exercise 3.3 #2(c ) should be 9

p219 Exercise 3.3 #3(a) 51.6 ; 4.3 3(b) 2.07 ; 0.23 (c) 0.6 ; 0.15 (d) 3,900 ; 260

p219 Exercise 3.3 #12 should be 24.8 kg and 77.5 kg.

p219 Exercise 3.3 #16 should be Emily.

p219 Exercise 3.3 #17 should be No.

p222 Exercise 4.1 #1 need a “+” sign before 58°C.

p222 Exercise 4.2 #2(b) should be -10, 0, 6 3/4, 8.5, 10
#2 (c) should be 10, 8.5, 6 ¼, 0, -10

p230 Exercise 7.2 13(b) should be $242 (instead of $286)